
INTRO 

 

Instrumental track 

Earth 

 

this is our world 

with our wrongs 

with our own pollution 

some of us belive in god 

and things about love 

 

under our iron abysses 

our angry grows up fastly 

and without a really matter 

we can kill someone! 

 

see there, a new war will begin 

it starts with the lening end 

you must find matter of this death 

save us from the future breed of war 

 

we taken the same rebellion 

how made by our fathers 

we go ahead to get the freedom 

we are trained to get the freedom 

 

the steel army 

can't kill by low 

 

see there, a new war will begin 

it starts with the lening end 

you must find matter of this death 

save us from the future breed of war 

 

from the future breed of war 

parsec 

 

Instrumental track 

SOLARIA 

 

the steel army 

can't kill by low 

 

We are alone in this world 

No human contacts, only androids 

scared by many sicks 

that humans brings on themselfs 

 

an homicide seem unreal 

into this good pure place 

where good and bad are unknown 

and peace is all and nothing 

 

the steel army 

can't kill by low 

 

an andorid has killed a human 

is it the truth or a lie? 

now i'm here to fine the truth 

beacause this can't happens here 

 

you're alone in this world 

no human, only androids 

scared by the many sicks 

that humans brings on themselfs 

 

the steel army 

can't kill by low 

 

[repetition] 

 

set me free 

i'm too damaged to explain 

what is happend 

someone tolds me 

something too many strong 

to make the right choise 

 

the steel army 

can't kill by low 

AURORA 

 

Drop the bomb 

On the leader world 

Put them down on ground 

Make the fear wakes 

 

The human breed 

Has to become king 

of the five worlds and 

our known space 

 

drop the bomb 

let the conquer stars 

 

war is here 

save you own soul 

i think that the end 

can came from the sky 

 

war seem insane 

i feel the hate 

from the sky 

came down here, the flames 

BALEYWORLD 

 

another world 

seem like the earth 

it have to fight 

the universal oppressor 

 

i've a dream 

i want to save my friend 

and then win 

 

deserving the righ respect now 

means deal many fear 

 

how made by our fathers 

we taken the same rebellion 

how made by our fathers 

we go ahead to get the freedom 

 

we feel more and more less fear 

we're trained to get freedom now 

how made by our fathers 

we go ahead to get the freedom 

 

the years has gone fastly 

but the hate remain the same 

 

drop the hate on the king of this 

space 

empty heads to fill with our hate 

lening is dead, it was a murder 

the steel army can't kill by low 

 

the other want us to make us guilty 

trying to cover the soul of our breed 

 

my old father becomes the rebellion 

to set us free 

i want to drive now 

his same dream of freedom 

fredom to our breed 

 

[strophe 1] 

 

[strophe 2] 

 

È[chourus] 

 

OUTRO 

 

Instrumental track 

IRON ABYSSES 

 

Instrumental track 

(all the concept without vocals) 

1. Intro 

2. Earth 

3. PARSEC 

4. SOLARIA 

5. Aurora 

6. Baleyworld 

7. Outro 

8. Iron abysses (no voice) 

From mind to hands is 

 

Simone di cicco:   all instruments and vocals 

Stefano angelucci:  backing vocals 
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